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Abstract: We study de Sitter configurations in ten-dimensional string models where su-
persymmetry is either absent or broken at the string scale. To this end, we derive expres-
sions for the cosmological constant in general warped flux compactifications with localized
sources, which yield no-go theorems that extend previous works on supersymmetric cases.
We frame our results within a dimensional reduction and connect them to a number of
Swampland conjectures, corroborating them further in the absence of supersymmetry. Fur-
thermore, we construct a top-down string embedding of de Sitter brane-world cosmologies
within unstable anti-de Sitter landscapes, providing a concrete realization of a recently
revisited proposal.
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1 Introduction
Despite the numerous successes of string theory, its connection to realistic phenomenology
remains a remarkably subtle challenge. The theory appears to contain all the ingredients
necessary to concoct standard-like models with the inclusion of dark energy, but upon su-
persymmetry breaking most of the computational power is typically lost due to uncontrolled
back-reactions. As a result, the very existence of de Sitter (dS) landscapes and of simi-
larly desirable constructions is still unsettled, despite a long and meticulous scrutiny. Most
prominently, KKLT-type settings [1] with anti-brane uplifts entail a number of subtleties,
and a complete ten-dimensional picture is still lacking at present. On the other hand, dS
solutions built out of purely classical ingredients within a supergravity approximation ap-
pear to necessarily contain uncontrolled regimes in the vicinity of orientifold planes [2–5].
We shall not attempt to provide a comprehensive account of this extensive subject, since
our focus in this paper will be on higher-dimensional approaches [6–14] and, in particular,
on the search for new solutions.
This state of affairs provided fertile ground for the development of the ‘Swampland
program’ [15]1, whose ultimate aim is to identify a set of criteria that consistent effective
field theories (EFTs) coupled to gravity ought to satisfy. In this context, one can try to frame
the apparent absence of dS solutions as a distinguishing feature of UV-complete models,
rather than a mere technical obstacle to model building. Along these lines, the ‘de Sitter
conjectureâĂŹ [18] states that any EFT coupled to gravity stemming from a UV-complete
model cannot accommodate dS minima. This conjecture is partly corroborated by no-go
theorems [19–21] that forbid classical dS vacua in supergravity, and thus in supersymmetric
compactifications of string theory or M-theory. However, evidence for the conjecture in full-
fledged non-supersymmetric settings is still lacking at present.
Motivated by these issues, in this paper we consider the non-supersymmetric string
models in ten dimensions whose perturbative spectra are devoid of tachyons. In particular,
we focus on the SO(16)×SO(16) heterotic model of [22, 23] and on two orientifold models:
the U(32) type 0′B model of [24, 25] and the USp(32) model of [26], in which supersymmetry
is non-linearly realized [27–30] via ‘brane supersymmetry breaking’ (BSB). The low-energy
effective actions that describe these models involve exponential dilaton potentials gener-
ated by gravitational tadpoles, and the issue at stake is whether the ingredients provided
by string-scale supersymmetry breaking can allow for dS configurations. While a number
of parallels between lower-dimensional anti-brane uplifts and the ten-dimensional BSB sce-
nario appear encouraging to this effect, as we shall see shortly the presence of exponential
potentials does not ameliorate the situation, insofar as (warped) flux compactifications are
concerned. On the other hand, as we shall explain in Section 7, the very presence of ex-
ponential potentials allows for intriguing brane-world scenarios within the AdS landscapes
discussed in [31], whose non-perturbative instabilities play a crucial rÃťle in this respect.
This paper is structured as follows. After a brief overview of the relevant string models
with broken, or without, supersymmetry in Section 2, we begin our investigation in Sec-
tion 3 studying Freund-Rubin compactifications, which turn out to be either excluded or
1See [16, 17] for reviews.
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unstable, consistently with the results of [32]. Then, in Section 4, we proceed to study
warped compactifications with fluxes threading cycles of general internal manifolds, along
the lines of [20], and we obtain conditions that fix the (sign of the) resulting cosmologi-
cal constant in terms of the model parameters, generalizing the results of [33] to models
with supersymmetry-breaking exponential potentials. Furthermore, in Section 4.1 we in-
clude the contribution of localized sources, which leads to a generalized expression for the
cosmological constant. The resulting sign cannot be fixed a priori in the entire space of
parameters, but one can derive sufficient conditions that exclude dS solutions for certain
ranges of parameters. In Section 5 we connect our results to a lower-dimensional descrip-
tion, showing that even in bottom-up models where dS Freund-Rubin solutions are allowed
they are unstable. In Section 6.1 we employ the lower-dimensional formulation to discuss
how our results relate to recent Swampland conjectures [18, 34, 35], showing that the ratio
|∇V|
V is bounded from below whenever the effective potential V > 0. Finally, in Section 7
we review a recently revisited proposal [36–38] which rests on the observation that branes
nucleating amidst AdS→ AdS transitions host dS geometries on their world-volumes, and
we embed a construction of this type in the non-supersymmetric string models that we con-
sider, building on the results of [31]. We conclude in Section 8 with some closing remarks.
The paper contains two appendices. In Appendix A we provide details of the derivation of
the no-go results in Section 4, while in Appendix B we discuss in detail the computation of
the effective potential in the dimensional reduction discussed in Section 5.
2 Non-supersymmetric string models
In this section we introduce the ten-dimensional non-supersymmetric string models that
we shall consider in the remainder of this paper. They comprise two orientifold models,
namely the USp(32) model of [26] and the U(32) type 0′B model of [24, 25], and the
SO(16) × SO(16) heterotic model of [22, 23]. While the latter two models feature non-
supersymmetric perturbative spectra with no tachyons, the USp(32) model is particularly
intriguing, since via ‘brane supersymmetry breaking’ (BSB) it realizes supersymmetry non-
linearly in the open sector [27–30]. These models can be described in terms of vacuum
amplitudes, whose modular properties encode perturbative spectra in (combinations of)
characters (O2n , V2n , S2n , C2n) of the level-one affine so(2n) algebra. For a review of this
formalism and of related constructions, see [39–41].
2.1 The orientifold models
In order to introduce the orientifold models at stake2, let us recall that in the more familiar
case of the type I superstring the perturbative spectrum is encoded in the torus amplitude
TI = 1
2
∫
F
d2τ
τ62
(V8 − S8) (V8 − S8)
|η(τ)|16 , (2.1)
2The original works on orientifolds can be found in [42–49].
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which is half of the corresponding amplitude in the type IIB superstring, together with the
amplitudes associated to the Klein bottle, the annulus and the MÃűbius strip, which read
K = 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
(V8 − S8)(2iτ2)
η8(2iτ2)
,
A = N
2
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
(V8 − S8)
(
iτ2
2
)
η8
(
iτ2
2
) ,
M = εN
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
(
V̂8 − Ŝ8
)(
iτ2
2 +
1
2
)
η̂8
(
iτ2
2 +
1
2
) .
(2.2)
These amplitudes feature (loop-channel) UV divergences which can be ascribed to tadpoles
in the NS-NS and R-R sectors, whose cancellation requires
N = 32 , ε = −1 , (2.3)
selecting the SO(32) superstring. The USp(32) model of [26] can be obtained from the type
IIB superstring introducing an O9+-plane with positive tension and charge, preserving the
R-R tadpole cancellation while generating a non-vanishing NS-NS tadpole, thus breaking
supersymmetry at the string scale. This is reflected by a sign change in the MÃűbius strip
amplitude, so that now
MBSB = εN
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
(
V̂8 + Ŝ8
)(
iτ2
2 +
1
2
)
η̂8
(
iτ2
2 +
1
2
) . (2.4)
The resulting R-R tadpole cancellation condition requires that ε = 1 and N = 32, i.e. a
USp(32) gauge group. However, one is now left with a NS-NS tadpole, and thus at low
energies a runaway exponential potential of the type3
T
∫
d10x
√−gs e−φ (2.5)
emerges in the string frame, while its Einstein-frame counterpart is
T
∫
d10x
√−g eγφ , γ = 3
2
. (2.6)
Exponential potentials of the type of eq. (2.6) are smoking guns of string-scale supersym-
metry breaking, and in order to balance their runaway effects in a controlled fashion we
shall introduce fluxes.
The U(32) type 0′B model arises via an orientifold projection of the type 0B model,
described by the torus amplitude
T0B =
∫
F
d2τ
τ62
O8O8 + V8 V8 + S8 S8 + C8C8
|η(τ)|16 , (2.7)
3For a more detailed analysis of the low-energy physics of the BSB model, see [50, 51].
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which entails adding to (half of) it the contributions
K0′B = 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
(−O8 + V8 + S8 − C8) ,
A0′B
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
nnV8 − n
2 + n2
2
C8 ,
M0′B =
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ62
n+ n
2
Ĉ8 ,
(2.8)
where the complex ‘eigencharges’ n = n pertain to unitary groups U(n), and tadpole
cancellation fixes n = 32. As in the case of the USp(32) model, this model admits a
space-time description in terms of orientifold planes, now with vanishing tension, and the
low-energy physics of both non-supersymmetric orientifold models can be captured by the
exponential potential of eq. (2.6). In addition to these orientifold models, the low-energy
description can also encompass the non-supersymmetric heterotic model, which we shall
now discuss in detail, with a simple replacement of numerical coefficients in the effective
action.
2.2 The heterotic model
In the heterotic case, in order to break supersymmetry via a tachyon-free projection, one
can start from the torus amplitude of the E8 × E8 superstring, which reads
THE =
∫
F
d2τ
τ62
(V8 − S8) (O16 + S16)2
|η(τ)|16 ,
(2.9)
and project onto the states with even total fermion number4. This amounts to adding to
(half of) the amplitude of eq. (2.9) its images under S and T modular transformations in
such a way that the resulting total amplitude is modular invariant. The result is
TSO(16)×SO(16) =
∫
F
d2τ
τ62
1
|η(τ)|16
[
O8 (V16C16 + C16 V16)
+ V8 (O16O16 + S16 S16)
− S8 (O16 S16 + S16O16)
− C8 (V16 V16 + C16C16)
]
.
(2.10)
Level matching purges tachyons from the spectrum, but the vacuum energy does not
vanish5, since it is not protected by supersymmetry. Up to a volume prefactor, its value
is given by eq. (2.10), and, since the resulting string-scale vacuum energy couples with the
gravitational sector in a universal fashion6, its presence also entails a gravitational tadpole,
4In contrast, projecting onto the states with even right-moving fermion number leads one to the T-dual
SO(32) heterotic superstring.
5In some orbifold models, it is possible to obtain suppressed or vanishing leading contributions to the
cosmological constant [52–54].
6At the level of the space-time effective action, the vacuum energy contributes to the string-frame
cosmological constant. In the Einstein frame, it corresponds to a runaway exponential potential for the
dilaton.
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and thus a runaway exponential potential for the dilaton. In the Einstein frame, it takes
the form
T
∫
d10x
√−g eγφ , γ = 5
2
, (2.11)
and thus the effect of the gravitational tadpoles on the low-energy physics of both the
orientifold models and the SO(16)×SO(16) heterotic model can be accounted for with the
same type of exponential dilaton potential.
2.3 The low-energy description
The string models introduced in the preceding sections can be described, at low energies,
by effective actions of the type
S =
1
16piGD
∫
dDx
√−g
(
R− 4
D − 2 (∂φ)
2 − T eγφ − f(φ)
2(p+ 2)!
H2p+2
)
, (2.12)
following the notation of [31] where
f(φ) ≡ eαφ , (2.13)
T = O( 1α′ ) is the (fixed) supersymmetry-breaking gravitational tadpole and the form
field is taken in the electric frame where α > 0. In this frame, the orientifold models are
described by
D = 10 , p = 1 , γ =
3
2
, α = 1 , (2.14)
while for the heterotic model the electric frame, described by
D = 10 , p = 5 , γ =
5
2
, α = 1 , (2.15)
arises from the original magnetic frame via duality.
The equations of motion stemming from the action of eq. (2.12) are
RMN = T˜MN , (2.16a)
φ− V ′(φ)− f
′(φ)
2(p+ 2)!
H2p+2 = 0 , (2.16b)
d ? (f(φ)Hp+2) = 0 , (2.16c)
where the trace-reversed stress-energy tensor is
T˜MN =
4
D − 2 ∂Mφ∂Nφ+
f(φ)
2(p+ 1)!
(H2p+2)MN
+
gMN
D − 2
(
V − p+ 1
2(p+ 2)!
f(φ)H2p+2
)
.
(2.17)
In the following the shall also need the parameters in the magnetic frame. Dualizing, for
the orientifold models one finds
D = 10 , p = 5 , γ =
3
2
, α = −1 , (2.18)
while for the heterotic model one recovers
D = 10 , p = 1 , γ =
5
2
, α = −1 , (2.19)
where the Kalb-Ramond field strength appears as a 3-form.
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3 Freund-Rubin compactifications
In this section we initiate our search for possible dS vacua in non-supersymmetric string
models, starting from Freund-Rubin compactifications. Let us remark that, in the presence
of exponential potentials, the dilaton, whose VEV φ0 defines the string coupling gs ≡ eφ0 , is
to be stabilized by (large) fluxes in order that the solutions be perturbative globally [55]. To
wit, the ten-dimensional low-energy description of eq. (2.12) does not admit flux-less vacua
where the dilaton is stabilized. Therefore, maximally symmetric space-times may only arise
from special compactifications, where the internal manifold is supported by fluxes. In this
fashion, let us consider unwarped products of a d-dimensional, non-compact manifold X
and a q-dimensional, compact manifold Y . The Lorentzian space-time X is considered
external, while Y is the internal Riemannian manifold. The ansatz for the metric reads
ds2 = L2 ds2X +R
2 ds2Y , (3.1)
with L and R the curvature radii of X and Y respectively. We require that both X and Y
be maximally symmetric7, and in the ensuing discussion we shall not specify the curvature
of either. Namely, X can be either AdSd, Md or dSd, while Y can be either a sphere Sq
or a hyperbolic plane Hq. We now look for solutions to eqs. (2.16) with constant dilaton
φ = φ0, generalizing the ones of [31] to arbitrary (signs of the) curvatures. As emphasized
above, from eq. (2.16b) one can readily deduce that, in order to stabilize the dilaton to
a constant, a non-trivial (p + 2)-form flux Hp+2 ought to be included. In Freund-Rubin
compactifications, a single flux threads either X or Y , corresponding to the electric or
magnetic frame respectively. In the former case, Hp+2 threads the whole space-time X,
whose dimension is thus fixed to d = p+ 2. Therefore,
Hp+2 = c dvolX , (3.2)
with dvolX the volume form of X. Here c is determined by the quantization condition
n =
1
ΩY
∫
Y
f ? Hp+2 = c f R
q , (3.3)
where n is quantized. Then, eq. (2.16b) yields
n2 = 2R2q
f2V ′
f ′
, (3.4)
while separating eq. (2.16a) into its external and internal components using eq. (3.1), one
finds
σX
p+ 1
L2
(D − 2) = − (q − 1) n
2
2fR2q
+ V ,
σY
q − 1
R2
(D − 2) = (p+ 1) n
2
2fR2q
+ V ,
(3.5)
where σX,Y = +1 if X or Y is elliptical and σX,Y = −1 if it is hyperbolic.
7As remarked in [31], our considerations apply to any Einstein internal manifold.
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On the other hand, eqs. (2.16) may be also solved considering a magnetic flux which
threads the internal space Y . The corresponding ansatz for Hp+2 is
Hp+2 = c dvolY , (3.6)
with p+ 2 = D−d and with dvolY the volume form of Y . The quantization condition now
reads
n =
1
ΩY
∫
Y
Hp+2 = cR
p+2 , (3.7)
and substituting in eq. (2.16b) leads to
n2 = − 2R2(p+2) V
′
f ′
. (3.8)
Eq. (2.16a) now takes the form
σX
D − p− 3
L2
(D − 2) = − (p+ 1) n
2f
2R2(p+2)
+ V ,
σY
p+ 1
R2
(D − 2) = (D − p− 3) n
2f
2R2(p+2)
+ V ,
(3.9)
which are simply the electromagnetic dual of eq. (3.5).
Clearly, Freund-Rubin compactifications are allowed if and only if eqs. (3.4) and (3.5),
for an electric flux, or eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), for a magnetic flux, admit positive solutions for
the string coupling gs = eφ0 and the curvature radii R and L. In this regard, eqs. (3.4) and
(3.8) provide important constraints: indeed, an electric flux requires that
sgnα = sgn γ . (3.10)
Hence, only the orientifold models, described by eq. (2.14), afford solutions of this type
with an electric flux. Conversely, a magnetic flux requires that
sgnα = − sgn γ , (3.11)
which is the case for the heterotic model, described by eq. (2.15). Furthermore, eqs. (3.5)
and (3.9) imply that σY = +1, i.e. the internal manifold Y = Sq.
Given these preliminary constraints, in the following we shall explore which space-time
geometries are allowed out of AdSd, Md or dSd.
3.1 AdS solutions
The AdSd solutions of [31] can be recovered setting σX = −1 and σY = 1, and they are
perturbative for large fluxes whenever the constraints are satisfied. In the string models
described in Section 2, in the electric frame p = 1 for the orientifold models, while p = 5
for the heterotic model. Hence, the orientifold models allow only AdS3 × S7 solutions of
this type, and in this case
gs = 2
7
4 × 3n− 14T 34 ,
R2 = 2−
5
8 × 3− 12n 38T 18 ,
L2 =
R2
6
.
(3.12)
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Conversely, the SO(16)× SO(16) heterotic model admits only AdS7 × S3 solutions of this
type, with a magnetic flux threading the internal S3. Solving the equations of motion, one
finds
gs = 5
1
4n−
1
2T−
1
2 ,
R2 = 5−
5
8n
5
4T
1
4 ,
L2 = 12R2 .
(3.13)
As a final remark, in both cases the solution is completely specified by the flux parameter
n. For large values of n the string coupling is small, while the curvature radii R and L are
large, and thus both curvature and string loop corrections are expected to be negligible.
Moreover, the curvature radii scale with the same power of n, and thus these solutions are
not scale separated.
3.2 The obstructions to de Sitter and Minkowski solutions
Let us now seek solutions with dS or Minkowski space-times. For an external dSd space-
time, σX = 1. The internal manifold Y is necessarily a sphere Sq, as in [32], or an Einstein
manifold of positive curvature. As for the AdS case, one can consider either dS3 × S7 solu-
tions with an electric flux in the orientifold models or dS7 × S3 solutions with a magnetic
flux in the heterotic model. However, no such solutions exist: the flux quantization condi-
tions do not exclude them at the outset, but eqs. (3.5) and (3.9) do not admit solutions of
this type with positive curvature radii R and L.
Moreover, for different reasons, one cannot generically find Minkowski solutions. This
case would correspond to the limit L→∞ in eq. (3.1). However, as is evident from eqs. (3.5)
and (3.9), in this limit a solution can only exist if the contribution of the dilaton potential
is exactly canceled by the flux contribution. Alternatively, in the absence of fluxes, one
could conceive an asymptotically Minkwoski vacuum with φ→ −∞, but the considerations
in [31] exclude this scenario.
4 A no-go theorem for dS and Minkowski solutions
The difficulties in finding dS solutions encountered in the preceding section can be put on
more general and firmer grounds. As is known from supersymmetric compactifications [20,
33], the very procedure of reducing ten or eleven-dimensional supergravity theories over a
compact manifold imposes stringent, global constraints on the lower-dimensional theory. In
particular, the value of the cosmological constant in the reduced theory is restricted.
To wit, in [33] it was demonstrated that compactifying fairly generic D-dimensional
theories of gravity over a compact and non-singular (D−d)-dimensional manifold necessarily
leads to a d-dimensional theory with a strictly negative cosmological constant. However,
the proof in [33] relies on the assumption that the potential in the D-dimensional theory
not be positive definite. This is ostensibly in contrast with the non-supersymmetric string
models described by actions of the form of eq. (2.12), where a positive definite potential
strikingly appears in the ten-dimensional low-energy description. On the one hand, this
might suggest that the no-go theorems forbidding dS or Minkowski compactifications could
– 9 –
be evaded by the non-supersymmetric models presented in Section 2; on the other hand, the
obstructions to compactifications of this type that we have found in the preceding section
compel one to seek proper and more general justifications.
Indeed, let us compactify the ten-dimensional non-supersymmetric string models, spec-
ified by the general action in eq. (2.12), down to d < D space-time dimensions, and let
q ≡ D − d. We consider the metric ansatz
ds210 = e
− 2q
d−2C(y) ĝµν(x)dx
µdxν + e2C(y) g˜ab(y)dy
adyb , (4.1)
where xµ, µ = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1 denote the external coordinates and ya, a = 1, . . . , q denote
the internal coordinates. Then, retracing the same arguments of [33], we arrive at the
formulation of the following no-go result:
dS and Minkowski no-go theorem for non-supersymmetric string theories:
Consider a (warped) compactification of the ten-dimensional non-supersymmetric string
models of Section 2, described at low energies by the action in eq. (2.12), over a closed,
compact manifold Y , with dimY > 2. The internal manifold Y is threaded by a magnetic
(p+2)-form flux Hp+2 spanning an arbitrary cycle of dimension p+2 ≤ q. Then, whenever
α
γ
+ (p+ 1) > 0 , (4.2)
no compactifications to either d-dimensional Minkowski or dS space-times are allowed.
This result generalizes the no-go theorem for Freund-Rubin compactifications, which
was also discussed in [32] and follows from the general expressions in [31], and the proof,
which proceeds along the lines of [20, 33], is given in Appendix A. Below we shall limit
ourselves to comment on the implications of this result. The inequality (4.2) is to be
interpreted as a constraint on the parameters entering the action in eq. (2.12) in order not
to admit dS or Minkowski compactifications. Indeed, (4.2) does not entirely exclude dS or
Minkowski compactifications, which might be realized when the inequality in eq. (4.2) is
violated. In order for this to happen, since p > 0, it is necessary that
sgnα = sgn
f ′
f
= − sgn V
′
V
= − sgn γ . (4.3)
For instance, let us consider the non-supersymmetric string models introduced in Section 2,
which feature a 3-form flux or a 7-form flux. In particular, the BSB and type 0′B orientifold
models, specified by the parameters in eq. (2.14), and the heterotic model, specified by those
in eq. (2.15), have γ > 0 and α > 0. As such, they cannot allow for dS or Minkowski vacua
of this type. On the other hand, dualizing the orientifold models the relevant parameters
are encoded in eq. (2.18), while dualizing the heterotic model the relevant parameters are
encoded in eq. (2.19). In this case γ > 0, while α < 0. Nevertheless, (4.2) holds, and
one is thus led to the conclusion that, in the non-supersymmetric string models under
consideration, dS and Minkowski compactifications are not allowed. Therefore, one may
refine the above no-go theorem by specializing to the UV-complete models examined in
Section 2:
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dS and Minkowski no-go theorem for orientifold and heterotic models with
broken supersymmetry: The non-supersymmetric BSB orientifold model, the type 0′B
orientifold model and the SO(16) × SO(16) heterotic model do not admit (warped) com-
pactifications to d > 2 dimensional dS or Minkowski space-times.
As a final remark, as was observed in [33], the no-go theorems stated above strictly
hold for static compactifications, and with warp factors depending only on the internal
coordinates. In other words, time-dependent dS solutions might still be viable in principle,
albeit explicit constructions appear quite challenging.
4.1 Including space-time filling sources
A possible way to evade the no-go theorem relies on the inclusion of localized sources,
which may introduce singularities in the internal manifold Y . Specifically, localized objects
are intended as objects which are not resolved and whose world-volumes are described by
δ-functions.
Let us consider a single such localized object in the low-energy action of eq. (2.12). It
spans a (p+ 1)-dimensional hypersurface which is parametrized by the world-volume coor-
dinates ξi, i = 0, . . . , p. In the ambient D-dimensional space-time, it spans a hypersurface
that is specified by the embedding ξi 7→ xM (ξ). Its dynamics and coupling to bulk fields
are encoded in an action of the form
Sloc = −στ
∫
dp+1ξ
√−h Tp(φ) + qp
∫
Cp+1 . (4.4)
In the first term, h ≡ dethij , where hij is the pullback
hij = gMN
∂xM
∂ξi
∂xN
∂ξj
(4.5)
of the space-time metric gMN to the world-volume. For convenience, we shall work in
the static gauge, in which the world-volume coordinates ξi coincide with the first p + 1
space-time coordinates xM ,
xi = ξi . (4.6)
We shall further denote the residual space-time coordinates, which are transverse to the
object, as xK⊥ , with K = p + 1, . . . , D. As a further simplifying assumption, we shall also
assume that the object be static, namely
xK⊥ = z
K
0 (4.7)
for constant zK0 , which implies that hij = gij . In eq. (4.4), the positive-definite tension
Tp is allowed to depend on the dilaton, the sole bulk scalar field. Echoing the behavior of
fundamental branes, we shall set
Tp = |τp| eσφ , (4.8)
with σ and τp constants. Furthermore, στ = ±1 in eq. (4.4) may eventually account for
sources with negative tension, such as orientifold planes. In addition, we have assumed the
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object to have charge q under the (p+1)-form field. The full action describing the coupling
of the source to the bulk is then
S = Sbulk + Sloc , (4.9)
where the bulk contribution arises from eq. (2.12).
An argument analogous to the preceding one then leads to the following, extended
no-go theorem
dS and Minkowski no-go theorem for non-supersymmetric string theories with
space-time filling sources:
Consider a compactification of the ten-dimensional non supersymmetric string models of
Section 2, described by the effective action of eq. (2.12), over a closed, compact manifold
Y , with dimY > 2. Assume the presence of a single space-time-filling source, which is
localized in Y and described by the action in eq. (4.4). Furthermore, the internal mani-
fold Y is threaded by a magnetic (p + 2)-form flux Hp+2 spanning an arbitrary cycle of
dimension p+ 2 ≤ q. Then, if both
α
γ
+ (p+ 1) > 0 and στ
(
p− 7− 2σ
γ
)
< 0 , (4.10)
no compactifications to either d-dimensional Minkowski or dS space-times are allowed.
The proof can be found in Appendix A. As in the source-less case, the inequalities in
eq. (4.10) are to be intended as constraints on the parameters in the bulk action of eq. (2.12)
and the source-dilaton coupling in eq. (4.4) which exclude dS or Minkowski solutions. In
particular, if
στ
(
p− 7− 2σ
γ
)
> 0 (4.11)
the non-supersymmetric string models introduced in Section 2 might a priori admit dS
or Minkowski compactifications. The contribution of additional sources can be included
without further difficulties.
As an additional remark, it is worthwhile mentioning that the inclusion of localized
objects may be compulsory if (generalized) global symmetries [56] are to be avoided. In
fact, if models described by actions of eq. (2.12) ought to be promoted to quantum gravity
models, no global symmetries can be present8. In particular, the action of eq. (2.12) exhibits
two global symmetries: a (p+1)-form symmetry shifting the gauge field by a flat connection,
namely Bp+1 → Bp+1+Λp+1, and its magnetic counterpart. Whenever no other mechanisms
are available, including localized sources such as those described by eq. (4.4) explicitly
breaks these symmetries [58, 59].
5 Vacua of the lower-dimensional theory and perturbative instabilities
In the preceding section we have provided a top-down argument against the existence of
dS solutions for UV-complete non-supersymmetric string models. However, one can reach
8For arguments to this effect, see [57].
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similar conclusions via purely lower-dimensional arguments. To this effect, in this section
we shall prove that, for arbitrary values of the gauge and dilaton couplings, bottom-up
non-supersymmetric models with exponential potentials that afford dS compactifications
necessarily develop perturbative instabilities.
To begin with, let us compute the relevant effective action of the d-dimensional re-
duction of eq. (2.12) over a (10 − d)-dimensional manifold. In addition to our preceding
considerations, we shall also include the radion field, a universal modulus that parametrizes
the volume of the internal manifold. In detail, let us consider the metric ansatz
ds2 = e2Bρ(x)d̂s
2
X + e
2Aρ(x)d˜s
2
Y , (5.1)
where the parameters A and B, given by
A = −
√
d− 2
16(10− d) , B =
√
10− d
16(d− 2) , (5.2)
have been chosen in order that the d-dimensional action be expressed in the Einstein frame
and with canonically normalized kinetic terms. Furthermore, we shall assume the presence
of a magnetic (10 − d)-form flux, which threads the internal manifold Y and is quantized
according to
1
v˜olY
∫
Y
HdY = n . (5.3)
As explained in detail in Appendix B, using the metric ansatz in eq. (B.2) the ten-dimensional
action of eq. (2.12) leads to the reduced action
S =
∫
X
ddx
√
|ĝX |
(
R̂− 1
2
(∂̂ρ)2 − 1
2
(∂̂φ)2 − V(φ, ρ)
)
, (5.4)
where the effective potential V(φ, ρ) for the radion and the dilaton takes the form
V(φ, ρ) = e2BρV (φ) + 1
2
fn2σY e
2Bρ(d−1) − r e2(B−A)ρ . (5.5)
While we have derived eq. (5.5) from unwarped compactifications, one can carry out an
analogous computation in the warped case, and our ensuing discussion is unaffected by this
generalization.9
In addition to the tadpole contribution proportional to V (φ), the potential in eq. (5.5)
includes the contribution
Vflux = 1
2
fn2σY e
2Bρ(d−1) , (5.6)
arising from the magnetic flux, with σY = +1 (σY = −1) if Y is elliptical (hyperbolic), and
a contribution from the internal curvature, with
r ≡ 1
v˜olY
∫
Y
√
g˜Y R˜(y) . (5.7)
9Let us remark that the action of eq. (5.4) may not describe a proper EFT in general, since we have not
included all the geometry-dependent moduli. In addition, in the absence of scale separation one ought to
include higher Kaluza-Klein modes, which were studied in detail in [60] for the AdS solutions discussed in
Section 3.1.
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Concretely, for a maximally symmetric internal space, r = (10 − d)(9 − d)σY . As we
have discussed in Section 3, the choice σY = −1 does not lead to Freund-Rubin solutions,
and therefore in the following we shall set σY = +1. Moreover, let us recall that, for the
non-supersymmetric models at stake, the gauge kinetic function f and the potential V take
the form
f(φ) = eαφ , V (φ) = Teγφ , (5.8)
with α and γ real parameters. In this case, the potential in eq. (5.5) can be recast in terms
of its derivatives according
V(φ, ρ) = A
γ(A−B) ∂φV +
1
2(B −A) ∂ρV −
d− 2
8
(
p+ 1 +
α
γ
)
Vflux
=
A+B(d− 2)
α(B −A) ∂φV +
1
2(B −A) ∂ρV +
d− 2
8
(
(p+ 1)
γ
α
+ 1
)
e2BρV (φ) .
(5.9)
The above useful form of the lower-dimensional potential allows a systematic study of the
vacua and of their perturbative stability. Indeed, as one can readily observe from eq. (5.9),
extremizing the reduced potential with respect to the dilaton and the radion yields the local
extremum
Vext = − d− 2
16
n2 e2(d−1)Bρ+αφ
(
p+ 1 +
α
γ
)
, (5.10)
whose sign depends on the parameters γ and α mirroring the inequality of eq. (4.2).
In the following, after re-examining the vacua in the non-supersymmetric models in-
troduced in Section 2, we shall comment on the stability of dS vacua in bottom-up models.
5.1 The BSB and type 0′B orientifold models
The compactification of the BSB and type 0′B orientifold models, described by the param-
eters in eq. (2.14), on a seven-dimensional manifold leads to the effective potential
V(φ, ρ) = e
√
7
2
ρ+ 3
2
φT +
1
2
e
√
7ρ−φn2σY − r e
4√
7
ρ (5.11)
for the radion and the dilaton. As we have discussed in Section 3.1, there is a single AdS
minimum, with
eφ = 2
7
4 × 3n− 14T 34 , e−
ρ
2
√
7 = 2−
5
8 3−
1
2n
3
8T
1
8 , (5.12)
consistently with eq. (3.12), and no dS or Minkowski solutions. At the AdS minimum, the
masses of dilaton and radion fluctuations are
{m2} = 62208
n3 T
{1, 3} , (5.13)
the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of the potential in eq. (5.11). This minimum is
depicted in Fig. 1, along with the sign of the potential and its region of stability in the
(φ, ρ)-plane, where the Hessian is positive definite.
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Figure 1. Plots of the regions where the potential in eq. (5.11) is positive and negative definite
(left) and the region of stability, where the Hessian is positive definite (right), for the BSB and type
0′B orientifold models. We have chosen n = 106 and V is expressed in units of T .
5.2 The SO(16)× SO(16) heterotic model
Let us now turn to the SO(16)× SO(16) heterotic model, described by the parameters in
eq. (2.15), compactified over a three-dimensional manifold. The radion-dilaton potential in
the reduced theory then reads
V(φ, ρ) = e 12
√
3
5
ρ+ 5
2
φ
T +
1
2
e
3
√
3
5
ρ−φ
n2σY − r e−
4√
15
ρ
. (5.14)
Analogously to the orientifold models, one can be show that it admits a single AdS minimum
with
eφ = 5
1
4n−
1
2T−
1
2 , e
ρ
2
√
15 = 5
1
8n−
1
4T−
1
20 , (5.15)
in agreement with eq. (3.13). The resulting masses of dilaton and radion flucuations, the
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of the potential at the minimum, are
{m2} = 10
n2 T
2
5
{4−
√
6, 4 +
√
6} . (5.16)
The sign of the potential, along with its region of stability in the (φ, ρ)-plane, is depicted
in Fig. 2.
5.3 dS vacua and instabilities
As we have remarked above, and as expected from the no-go theorem introduced in Sec-
tion 4, the SO(16) × SO(16) heterotic model, the BSB model and type 0′B model admit
only a single, AdS minimum, which however can develop perturbative instabilities in higher
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Figure 2. Plots of the regions where the potential in eq. (5.14) is positive and negative definite (left)
and the region of stability, where the hessian is positive definite (right), for the SO(16) × SO(16)
heterotic model. We have chosen n = 10 and V is expressed in units of T .
scalar Kaluza-Klein sectors, depending on the choice of internal manifold [60]. However, for
general values of the parameters γ and α, the potential in eq. (5.5) may afford dS extrema:
in particular, from eq. (5.10) one can conclude that they exist whenever
α
γ
+ p+ 1 < 0 , (5.17)
in compliance with the no-go theorem of eq. (4.2). Conversely, requiring that the potential
(5.5) cannot accommodate dS extrema recovers eq. (4.2) from a bottom-up perspective,
which resonates with the analysis of [32]. However, it is worth noting that the top-down
proof of the no-go theorem in Section 4 is more general, since it does not rest on any
hypothesis on the structure of the moduli space.
Although dS vacua are allowed in this case, it turns out that they are necessarily
unstable, as in [32]. Indeed, at the extremum the ∂2φV and the determinant of the Hessian
matrix take the form
∂2φV|ext =
1
2
e2B(d−1)ρ+αφ αn2 (α− γ) ,
det Hess(V)|ext = n
4 α
16
e4Bρ+2αφ
[
(α− (d− 1)γ)
(
p+ 1 +
α
γ
)]
,
(5.18)
and, for a dS extremum, eq. (5.17) implies that sgnα = − sgn γ. Hence, whenever eq. (5.17)
holds, either ∂2φV|ext or the determinant of the Hessian matrix is negative. An example of
perturbatively unstable dS solution is depicted in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. An example of four-dimensional dS vacuum, where we have highlighted of the sign of
the potential and its region of stability. We have chosen α = −4 and γ = 12 .
6 Swampland conjectures and non-supersymmetric string theories
In this section we frame our preceding considerations in the context of the swampland.
Consider a class of lower-dimensional theories which couple gravity to some dynamical fields.
Generically, it is expected that only a portion of them constitute the landscape of theories
originating from a higher dimensional theory, for which string theory ought to provide a
UV completion. The remaining theories are said to belong to the swampland, namely the
set of EFTs which, although apparently consistent from a lower-dimensional perspective,
cannot be completed by string theory in the UV. The aim of the Swampland program10 is
to at identify, within a bottom-up framework, criteria that separate the landscape from the
swampland.
Concretely, let us again consider the class of d-dimensional theories described by an
action of the form
S =
∫
X
ddx
√
|ĝX |
(
R̂− 1
2
(∂̂ρ)2 − 1
2
(∂̂φ)2 − V(φ, ρ)
)
, (6.1)
which couple gravity to two real scalar fields φ and ρ, subjected to the potential
V(φ, ρ) = T e2Bρ+γφ + 1
2
n2 e2Bρ(d−1)+αφ − r e2(B−A)ρ . (6.2)
In this section we regard these models from a bottom-up perspective, so that A, B, γ
and α are free parameters, but our preceding considerations imply that eq. (6.1) can arise
reducing the higher-dimensional effective action of eq. (2.12) on a (D − d)-dimensional
manifold. In this context, φ and ρ play a specific rôle: the VEV of φ defines the string
coupling gs = eφ, while the radion ρ is the universal volume modulus. Moreover, one can
10For reviews, see [16, 17].
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expect that eq. (6.1) is endowed with a proper string theory origin only for some specific
values of the parameters γ and α, for instance those in eqs. (2.18) and (2.14). In other
words, the parameters in eqs. (2.18) and (2.14) build a landscape of models that can be
completed to non-supersymmetric string theories.
Here, however, we would like to pursue a different approach with respect to the pre-
ceding sections. In compliance with the Swampland program, we shall take eq. (6.1) as a
starting point, momentarily foregoing its UV origin. We shall then investigate whether gen-
eral features can distinguish consistent models exclusively on lower-dimensional grounds,
testing to what extent the models characterized by the action in eq. (6.1) satisfy the pro-
posed Swampland conjectures. On the one hand, we shall discuss how our findings in the
preceding sections resonate with the Swampland program and, on the other hand, we shall
provide further non-trivial evidence for some recently proposed Swampland conjectures in
non-supersymmetric settings11.
6.1 The de Sitter conjecture and the Transplanckian Censorship conjecture
The de Sitter conjecture [18] excludes (perturbative) dS vacua in any EFT consistent with
quantum gravity. Consider an EFT with some real scalar fields φi, described by the action
S =
∫
X
ddx
√
|gX |
(
R− 1
2
Gij(φ) ∂φ
i ∂φj − V(φ, ρ)
)
, (6.3)
with Gij(φ) the field-space metric and V(φ) the scalar potential. The dS conjecture asserts
that the slope of the potential is bounded from below according to
|∇V| ≥ cV , (6.4)
where |∇V| ≡ √Gij(φ) ∂iV ∂jV, ∂iV ≡ ∂∂φiV and Gij denotes the inverse of Gij . In the
original incarnantion of the de Sitter conjecture [18], c was left as an unspecified O(1)
parameter. Since its formulation, the de Sitter conjecture has been subjected to further
refinements, most notably [63, 64] (see also [65, 66]). In particular, in four-dimensional
Calabi-Yau compactifications of string theory or M-theory, a no-go theorem was proposed
in [67] to the effect that, asymptotically in field space, there is no dS critical point near any
two-moduli parametrically controlled limit.
Although originally the parameter c entering eq. (6.4) was not specified, a proper
estimate of its value is of utmost importance for inflationary scenarios [18, 34, 68]. The issue
of determining the constant c was later addressed by another conjecture: the Transplanckian
Censorship conjecture (TCC) [34] asserts that, in a d-dimensional theory consistent with
quantum gravity, asymptotically in field space, the slope of the potential for the scalar field
is bounded from below according to
|∇V|
V
∣∣∣∣∣
asymp
≥ 2√
(d− 1)(d− 2) . (6.5)
11Recent efforts in this respect have addressed the Weak Gravity conjecture in Scherk-Schwarz compact-
ifications [61, 62].
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Clearly, this conjecture is less powerful than the original de Sitter conjecture [18] since it
holds only in the asymptotic regions of the field space, where the theory is expected to
be weakly coupled and thus more reliable. Nevertheless, in contrast to eq. (6.4), eq. (6.5)
yields a concrete lower bound on the slope of the potential and, thus, on the parameter c. In
the following we shall investigate to what extent the de Sitter conjecture and the TCC are
satisfied by the non-supersymmetric string models of Section 2, for which we shall provide
explicit lower bounds for the parameter c, relating them with the predictions of the TCC.
As a preliminary check, it is straightforward to see that the ten-dimensional models
specified by eq. (2.12) satisfy the de Sitter conjecture: indeed, the ten-dimensional scalar
potential V(φ) = T eγφ depends solely on the dilaton, and thus
|∇V|
V =
|∂φV |
V
= |γ| . (6.6)
In this case one can therefore identify the parameter c in eq. (6.4) with |γ|. For generic
models, i.e. for arbitrary values of γ, the TCC bound of eq. (6.5) is not necessarily satisfied,
and in particular any ten-dimensional exponential potential which ought to be consistent
with the TCC is to satisfy
|γ| ≥ 1
3
√
2
. (6.7)
Clearly, the orientifold models and the heterotic model of Section 2, specified by the pa-
rameters in eq. (2.6) and eq. (2.11) respectively, satisfy the inequality in eq. (6.7).
However, in dimensions d < 10, due to additional contributions to the scalar potential
it is less trivial to show to what extent the dS conjecture and the TCC bound are satisfied.
To this end, in order to obtain a lower bound on the parameter c in eq. (6.4), we shall
proceed as in [67]. Let us assume that there exists a positive constant c˜ such that, given
an N -dimensional vector ui
c˜−2 ≥ uiGij uj . (6.8)
Then, the inequality
|∇V| ≥ c˜ |∇V| (uiGij uj) 12 (6.9)
holds, and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality one is led to
|∇V| ≥ c˜ |∇V| (uiGijuj) 12 ≥ c˜ uiGij ∂jV . (6.10)
Eq. (6.10) provides a lower bound for |∇V|, but it is not yet in the form of eq. (6.4) as
required by the de Sitter conjecture. For the moment, let us assume that eq. (4.2) holds,
which is indeed the case for the string models of Section 2. Recalling that the potential in
eq. (6.2) can be recast in the form of eq. (5.9), one finds the inequality
V − A
γ(A−B) ∂φV −
1
2(B −A) ∂ρV ≤ 0 , (6.11)
or alternatively
V − A+B(d− 2)
α(B −A) ∂φV −
1
2(B −A) ∂ρV ≤ 0 , (6.12)
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using the first and the second line of eq. (5.9) respectively12. Let us first consider the
relation in eq. (6.11). Choosing
uφ =
A
γ(A−B) , uρ =
1
2(B −A) , (6.13)
one obtains the following chain of inequalities:
|∇V| ≥ c˜ |∇V| (uiGij uj) 12 ≥ c˜ uiGij ∂jV ≥ c˜V . (6.14)
Hence, since in our case the field-space metric is constant, the maximal c that delivers the
bound in eq. (6.4) is
c(1) ≡ sup c˜ = 1√
uiGij uj
=
2|γ|(B −A)√
4A2 + γ2
. (6.15)
On the other hand, starting instead from eq. (6.12) and proceeding as above, one would
arrive at
c(2) =
2|α|(B −A)√
4(A+ (d− 2)B)2 + α2 . (6.16)
Therefore we may conclude that, generically, the parameter c appearing in eq. (6.4) is given
by
c = max{c(1), c(2)} . (6.17)
Let us stress that this estimate for c is quite general, and relies only on the assumption
that eq. (4.2) holds. However, it is important to recognize that eq. (6.17) typically delivers
only a lower bound on the possible values of c such that eq. (6.4) is satisfied.
For concreteness, let consider the orientifold models specified by the parameters in
eq. (2.18). One finds c(1) = 1.5, c(2) = 1, obtaining c = 1.5. However, a numerical
computation leads to the stronger estimation for c
corientifold & 1.871 . (6.18)
Remarkably, as depicted in Fig. 4, this holds within the whole (φ, ρ)-plane, including the
regions where the lower-dimensional description of eq. (6.1) is not expected to be reliable.
Thus, also the TCC in eq. (6.5) is realized. This proves that non-supersymmetric three-
dimensional compactifications originating from the BSB model and the type 0′B model are
consistent with both eq. (6.4) and eq. (6.5). The procedure that we have outlined yields
similar bounds for warped compactifications in general dimensions.
12Inequalities similar to eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) are commonly satisfied by potentials stemming from su-
persymmetric compactifications string theory or M-theory. This feature was originally employed in [21] to
derive a no-go theorem that excludes dS solutions in type IIA compactifications from a lower-dimensional
perspective. See also [66, 69, 70] for analogous results in more general settings.
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Figure 4. On the left, in blue, the four regions of field space where 1.5 ≤ |∇V|V < 2, 2 ≤ |∇V|V < 2.5,
2.5 ≤ |∇V|V < 3.5 and |∇V|V ≥ 3.5 are depicted for the BSB model and the type 0′B model, described
by the parameters in eq. (2.18). Lighter colors correspond to greater values of |∇V|V . On the right,
a plot of |∇V|V in the region where the potential is positive definite, compared to the constant value
predicted by the TCC in eq. (6.5) (orange). The parameters take the same values as in Fig. 1.
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Figure 5. On the left, in blue, the four regions of field space where 1.5 ≤ |∇V|V < 2, 2 ≤ |∇V|V < 2.5,
2.5 ≤ |∇V|V < 3.5 and |∇V|V ≥ 3.5 are depicted for the heterotic model, specified by the parameters
in eq. (2.15). Lighter colors correspond to greater values of |∇V|V . On the right, a plot of
|∇V|
V in
the region where the potential is positive definite, compared to the constant value predicted by the
TCC in eq. (6.5) (orange). The parameters take the same values as in Fig. 2.
Also the heterotic model, with the scalar potential as in eq. (5.14), satisfies the in-
equalities. In this case, c(1) = 1 and c(2) ' 0.632, from which one would conclude that
c = 1. However, this is a weak estimate: as depicted in Fig. 4, the ratio |∇V|/V can be
numerically bounded from below by
cheterotic & 1.549 . (6.19)
Hence, seven-dimensional non-supersymmetric compactifications originating from the SO(16)×
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SO(16) heterotic model are consistent with both eq. (6.4) and eq. (6.5). Once more, the pro-
cedure that we have outlined yields similar bounds for warped compactifications in general
dimensions.
6.2 The de Sitter conjecture and the Weak Gravity conjecture for membranes
As put forward in [35], extended objects can be useful to study Swampland conjectures, and
their properties can facilitate the development of a web among the proposed conjectures.
In this regard membranes, namely objects of codimension one, are helpful to constrain the
effective potential.
In order to apply this idea to the present context, let us momentarily assume that the
potential in the d-dimensional theory arises solely from the flux contribution of eq. (5.6),
V(φ, ρ) = Vflux. Crucially, the background flux n can be regarded as dual to a (d− 1)-form
field Bd−1. In fact, in d-dimensions (d − 1)-form fields carry no propagating degrees of
freedom, and thus can be effortlessly integrated out. This procedure generates a potential
that is characterized by a constant [71–74]. On the other hand, membranes are the objects
which electrically couple to (d−1)-forms, and thus source the corresponding fluxes. Indeed,
as we shall now discuss in detail, Vflux can be entirely generated by a single membrane, whose
charge corresponds to the flux parameter n of the background. To this end, let us consider
the action
S =
∫
X
ddx
√
−ĝX
(
R− 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2
(∂ρ)2 − 1
2 d!
FH2d
)
+
1
(d− 1)!
∫
X
ddx ∂µ
(√
−ĝXe−αφ−2B(d−1)ρHµµ2...µdBµ2...µd
)
−
∫
M
dd−1ξ
√−h T + ν
∫
M
Bd−1 .
(6.20)
In the first line, aside from the contributions from gravity and the kinetic terms for the
scalar fields, we have included the kinetic term of a (d − 1)-form field, with Hd = dBd−1.
For instance, in the orientifold models the form field arises from the R-R sector, while
for the heterotic model the form field is the magnetic dual of the Kalb-Ramond field B2.
Furthermore, we have introduced the coupling function
F (φ, ρ) = e−αφ−2B(d−1)ρ . (6.21)
The second line of eq. (6.20) contains a boundary term. It is necessary in order to formulate
a well-posed variational problem, which requires unconstrained variations δBd−1 of the
(d − 1)-form gauge field on the boundary. Finally, in the last line of eq. (6.20) we have
included the contribution of a fundamental membrane, spanning the world-volumeM which
we assume to be defined by xd = 0. The tension T of the membrane may depend on both
φ and ρ; finally, and the last term expresses the electric coupling of the membrane to Bd−1.
The charge ν corresponds to the background flux parameter n, and they coincide in units
of a suitable fundamental charge.
We can now integrate out the (d− 1)-form according to
Hµ1...µd = −C + νΘ(x
d)√
−ĝX
eαφ+2B(d−1)ρ εµ1...µd , (6.22)
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Figure 6. A membrane that interpolates between a configuration with null potential and one with
potential V = Vflux.
with C an arbitrary real constant, and in the ensuing discussion, we shall take C = 0. The
action (6.20) then evaluates to
S =
∫
X
ddx
√
−ĝX
(
R− 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2
(∂ρ)2 − Vgen
)
−
∫
M
dd−1ξ
√−h T , (6.23)
where the potential generated by the membrane is
Vgen = Θ(xd)Vflux . (6.24)
In other words, as depicted in Fig. 6, the membrane generates a potential for the scalar
fields, and delimits a region where it is zero from one where it coincides with the flux-
induced contribution of eq. (5.6). While the bare charge appears directly in the action in
eq. (6.20), the physical charge Q of the membrane can be most readily identified from the
corresponding potential according to
Vgen = Θ(xd) 1
2
Q2 . (6.25)
The scalar version of the membrane Weak Gravity conjecture (WGC) then predicts
that there must exist at least a membrane satisfying
Q
T ≥ χ (6.26)
where χ is the extremality parameter. It is determined in terms of the gauge coupling F
according to
χ2 =
1
4
Gij∂iF∂jF
F 2
− d− 1
d− 2 (6.27)
and, for the cases at hand, it reads
χ2 =
1
4
α2 − (d− 1)(d
2 − 11d+ 26)
16(d− 2) . (6.28)
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It is worthwhile mentioning that membranes obeying eq. (6.26) also satisfy the Repulsive
Force conjecture [35, 75, 76]: two identical membranes, with the same physical charge Q
and same tension T , are mutually repulsive whenever eq. (6.26) holds, provided that they
are sufficiently close to one another. From this viewpoint, saturating eq. (6.26) translates
into a balance of forces.
For the heteretotic model χ2heterotic =
2
5 , while for the orientifold models χorientifold = 0.
In the latter case, this implies that, whenever Q > 0, any membrane is self-repulsive and
obeys the scalar WGC. In the former case, one can consider an extremal membrane whose
tension is fixed by
Q = χText , (6.29)
with Q as in eq. (6.25). The tension of such a membrane, analogously to its supersymmetric
counterparts [35, 77], has exactly the same field dependence as the potential in eq. (6.25).
Remarkably, in the region xd > 0, the potential generated by these extremal membranes,
given by eq. (6.25), satisfies the dS conjecture, since
|∇Vflux|
Vflux ≥ min{α, 2B(d− 1)} . (6.30)
Furthermore, regardless of α, the TCC in eq. (6.5) is also identically satisfied.
In addition, one can consider more general membranes which obey the strict WGC
inequality in eq. (6.26). For instance, assuming still that the charge of the membrane is
proportional to its tension,
Q = ε χ Text , (6.31)
where the constant parameter ε > 1. Such a membrane generates a potential of the type
Vgen = Θ(xd) 1
2
Q2 = εVflux > Vflux (6.32)
in the region xd > 0. Thus, interestingly, also non-extremal membranes of this type satisfy
the de Sitter conjecture of eq. (6.30).
However, in the preceding sections we have shown that the potential arising from non-
supersymmetric string models is more general, as highlighted in eq. (5.5). In particular, in
the action of eq. (6.20) one ought to include the additional ‘spectator’ potential
V̂ = T e2Bρ+γφ − r e2(B−A)ρ . (6.33)
Placing the (d− 1)-form field on shell, the potential evaluates to
V = Vgen + V̂ . (6.34)
We can now inquire how the properties of the membrane, which generates the flux-induced
contribution, affect the de Sitter conjecture. To this end, let us consider a generic membrane
whose tension and charge are related according to eq. (6.31), so that ε→ 1 corresponds to
the extremal limit. Let us observe that the spectator potential can be recast in the form
V̂ = uρ∂ρV̂ + uφ∂φV̂ , (6.35)
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with the same choice of uφ, uρ of eq. (6.13). Then, proceeding as in the preceding section,
one arrives at
|∇V| ≥ c˜
(
uiG
ij ∂jVgen + V̂
)
, (6.36)
valid in the region xd > 0, with c˜ chosen as in eq. (6.8). In conclusion, the above inequality
leads to the de Sitter conjecture of eq. (6.4) whenever
ε ≥ 1
αuφ + 2β(d− 1)uρ . (6.37)
For the heterotic model this would imply that ε > 12 , and therefore also super-extremal
membranes in the sense of eq. (6.31), with ε > 1, would satisfy the de Sitter conjecture.
On the other hand, sub-extremal membranes with ε < 1 might in principle violate it.
6.3 The distance conjecture and the tower of states
In any EFT, it is not expected that the (classical) moduli space can be explored completely.
Indeed, in some corners of the moduli space the effective description is driven away from
its regime of validity, since, for instance, quantum corrections are expected to be relevant.
The distance conjecture [78] expresses such an obstacle. It states that, at certain points
an (geodesic) infinite distance d away in field space, an infinite towers of state becomes
massless according to
m ∼ e−λd (6.38)
for some O(1) constant parameter λ. Thus, testing the conjecture requires firstly under-
standing infinite-distance loci in the moduli space, how to fields can approach them and,
secondly, to identify the tower of states that become massless. While this conjecture has
been thoroughly tested in supersymmetric settings [79–81], as we shall now discuss it is
expected to hold also in non-supersymmetric models.
To begin with, let us assume that the dilaton is fixed to a given value φ0 such that
gs = e
φ0  1. Then, ρ→ −∞ is an infinite-distance limit, corresponding to a large internal
volume. A natural candidate for the tower of states becoming massless in such a limit is
thus Kaluza-Klein states. These arise from fluctuations of the dilaton, the graviton and the
two-form around the background, and for AdS solutions they were investigated in detail
in [60]. In the Einstein frame, and in terms of the d-dimensional Planck mass, their masses
scale schematically according to
m2KK ∼
M2Pl,d
R2V
∼ M
2
Pl,d
R2+d
, (6.39)
where, in the last step, we have made assumed that the internal volume V ∼ Rd. In the
three-dimensional orientifold model, this would then lead to
m2KK, orientifold ∼M2Pl,3e
5
4
√
7
ρ
, (6.40)
while, in the seven-dimensional heterotic models ,
m2KK, heterotic ∼M2Pl,7e
3
√
15
4
ρ . (6.41)
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Some crucial comments are now in order. As shown in [60], the inclusion of Kaluza-Klein
modes in non-supersymmetric models can lead to perturbative instabilities. However, such
instabilities are caused only by a finite number of Kaluza-Klein modes. Thus, if the in-
stabilities cannot be not removed, the dynamics drives the theory away from the original
background, and to inquire whether an infinite tower of massless states in some corners of
the moduli space becomes futile. On the other hand, if the instabilities can be removed,
one expects to be able to explore the moduli space along the radion direction. The distance
conjecture would then come into the picture, since an infinite tower of stable Kaluza-Klein
modes would become massless as ρ→ −∞.
It would be interesting to investigate whether the emergent tower of states predicted by
the distance conjecture can be alternatively realized by particles or other extended objects,
arising e.g. wrapping branes around some internal cycles as in [79, 82]. These further
developments, however, are beyond the scope of this work and are left for future research.
7 de Sitter on the brane-world
According to the proposal of [36–38], a thin-wall bubble nucleating between two AdSp+2
space-times hosts a dSp+1 geometry on its wall13, as schematically depicted in Fig. 7. Here
we make use of the results of [31] to propose an embedding of scenarios of this type in
string theory. Specifically, nucleation of D1-branes in the AdS3 × S7 solution of [55] and of
NS5-branes in the AdS7 × S3 solution of [55] lead to a dS2 geometry and a dS6 geometry
respectively14.
7.1 The bulk setup
The AdSp+2 × Sq solutions arise as special cases of the Freund-Rubin solutions, and we
have discussed them in Section 3.1. In particular, in the orientifold models the AdS3 × S7
solution is described by eq. (3.12), where the flux is electric, while the heterotic AdS7 × S3
solution is described by eq. (3.13), where the flux is magnetic in the ‘natural’ frame.
7.2 Generating bubbles
The solutions described in the preceding section feature non-perturbative instabilities,
whereby charged bubbles nucleate in AdS via flux tunneling. In [31] the associated de-
cay rates were computed, and it was argued that these solutions arise as near-horizon limits
of the gravitational back-reaction sourced by stacks of D1-branes and NS5-branes respec-
tively. The corresponding bubbles are therefore the gravitational counterparts of these
fundamental branes, that nucleate and expand due to an enhanced charge-to-tension ratio
β ≡
(T
Q
)
eff
= v0
(T
Q
)
bare
, v0 ≡
√
2(D − 2)γ
(p+ 1)((q − 1)γ − α) . (7.1)
13For some earlier works along these lines, see [83–87].
14The analogous phenomenon in the case of D3-branes in the type 0′B model appears more elusive, since
the corresponding bulk geometry is not AdS5 × S5, and its large-flux behavior is not uniform [88–90].
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Figure 7. A bubble which interpolates between two AdSp+2 space-times, hosting a dSp+1 geometry
on its world-volume. Open strings with a single endpoint attached to the bubble wall give rise to
massive particles on the world-volume.
In the string models discussed in Section 2 v0 > 1, and thus also β > 1. In particular, one
finds [31]
(v0)orientifold =
√
3
2
(7.2)
for the orientifold models, while
(v0)heterotic =
√
5
3
(7.3)
for the heterotic model. This behavior resonates with considerations stemming from
the WGC, since the presence of branes which are (effectively) lighter than their charge
would usually imply a decay channel for extremal or near-extremal objects. While non-
perturbative instabilities of non-supersymmetric AdS due to brane nucleation have been
thoroughly discussed in the literature [91–93], we stress that in the present case this phe-
nomenon arises from fundamental branes interacting in the absence of supersymmetry.
7.3 The effective theory on the brane-world
In the notation of [31], let us consider the landscape of AdSp+2 space-times with curvature
radii L˜, expressed in the (p+2)-dimensional Einstein frame, specified by large flux numbers
n. The equations of motion for a spherical brane (stack) of charge δn n that describe its
expansion after nucleation involve the extrinsic curvature Θ of the world-volume, and stem
from the Israel junction conditions [94, 95]
κ2p+2 δ (Θ (j
∗g)ab −Θab) = τ˜p (j∗g)ab , (7.4)
where δ denotes the discontinuity across the brane and τ˜p is the (dressed) tension written
in the (p + 2)-dimensional Einstein frame. Writing the induced metric j∗g on the brane,
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which is continuous, according to
ds2brane = − dt2 + a(t)2 dΩ2p , (7.5)
the junctions conditions read
δ
√
1
L˜2
+
1 + a˙2
a2
=
κ2p+2 τ˜p
p
. (7.6)
In the thin-wall limit δn n eq. (7.6) reduces to√
1
L˜2
+
1 + a˙2
a2
=
p
2κ2p+2 τ˜p
δ
(
1
L˜2
)
=

(p+ 1) τ˜p
=
β
L˜
,
(7.7)
where  is the energy (density) carried by the brane. At the time of nucleation a˙ = 0, and
a(0) = ρ˜ gives the correct nucleation radius, while the time evolution of the scale factor a
is described by the Friedmann equation(
a˙
a
)2
= − 1
a2
+
β2 − 1
L˜2
, (7.8)
whence a = 1H cosh(Ht) identifies the Hubble parameter
H =
1
ρ˜
=
√
β2 − 1
L˜
∝ n−
γ(1+ qp)
(q−1)γ−α . (7.9)
While the extremality parameter β in the string models at stake is not close to unity, as in
the near-extremal cases studied in [36–38], the AdS curvature is nevertheless parametrically
small for large n, and therefore the curvature of the dS wall is also parametrically small.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the Einstein gravity propagating in the bulk
induces, at large distances, lower-dimensional Einstein equations on the brane [37], in a
fashion reminiscent of Randall-Sundrum constructions [96–100]15. In order to elucidate
this issue in the present case, where the branes deviate from extremality by the O(1) factor
v0, let us compare the on-shell action for the expanding brane, which takes the form
Sp = (β − 1) τ˜
∫
dp+1ζ
(
L˜
Z
)p+1
(7.10)
in Poincaré coordinates, with the corresponding Einstein-Hilbert action
SEHp =
1
2κ2p+1
∫
dp+1ζ
(
L˜
Z
)p+1
(Rp+1 − 2Λp+1) , (7.11)
15Despite some similarities, it is worth stressing that the present context is qualitatively different from
scenarios of the Randall-Sundrum type.
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since the resulting effective gravitational theory on the world-volume ought to reconstruct
general covariance [84]16. Since for dSp+1
Rp+1 − 2Λp+1 = 2pH2 , (7.12)
using eq. (7.9) and the defining relations
β ≡  L˜
(p+ 1)τ˜
,
 ≡ δE˜0 = p(p+ 1)
κ2p+2 L˜
3
δL˜ ,
(7.13)
introduced in [31], one finds the world-volume Newton constant
κ2p+1 = β (β + 1)
κ2p+2
δL˜
∝ n1−
γ(1+ qp)
(q−1)γ−α , (7.14)
which indeed reproduces the results of [37, 86] in the near-extremal limit β → 1. While
for the orientifold models p = 1, and thus there would be no associated Planck mass
M1−pPl = κ
2
p+1, in the heterotic model p = 5 and β =
√
5
3 for extremal NS5-branes, and
thus the vacuum energy (density) in units of the (p+ 1)-dimensional Planck mass is given
by (
Ep+1
Mp+1Pl
)
heterotic
=
25
18pi
√
5
3
√
1 +
√
5
3
(
κ10 T
2
)
√
T δn (T n)2
, (7.15)
which is parametrically small for large n. This result actually holds whenever the bulk
AdS geometry exists, since
Ep+1
Mp+1Pl
∝ n−
2((p+1)γ+α)
(p−1)((q−1)γ−α) . (7.16)
It would be interesting to investigate in detail how world-volume matter and gauge fields
couple the effective brane-world gravity, and whether the low-energy physics is constrained
as a result.
7.4 Massive particles
It has been shown in [37, 38] that one can include radiation and matter densities in the
Friedmann equation of eq. (7.8) introducing black holes and ‘string clouds’ respectively.
While the former case appears problematic [102–104], one can nevertheless reproduce the
effect of introducing string clouds using probe open strings stretching between branes in
AdS. In order to compute the mass mstr of the point particle induced by an open string
ending on a brane in more general settings, let us consider a bulk geometry with the symme-
tries corresponding to a flat (codimension one) brane, with transverse geodesic coordinate
ξ, and thus a metric of the type
ds2 = dξ2 + Ω(ξ)2 γµν(x) dx
µ dxν . (7.17)
16For a recent discussion in the context of entanglement islands, see [101].
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Let us further consider a string with tension T stretched along ξ, attached to the brane
at ξ = ξb, with longitudinal coordinates xµ(τ) in terms of the world-line of the induced
particle. A suitable embedding with world-sheet coordinates (τ , σ) then takes the form
Xµ = Xµ(τ, σ) , Xµ(τ, σb) ≡ xµ(τ) ,
ξ = ξ(σ) , ξ(σb) ≡ ξb ,
(7.18)
with Neumann boundary conditions on the Xµ, so that the induced metric determinant
on the world-sheet yields the Nambu-Goto action
SNG = −T
∫
dτ dσΩ
√
Ω2
(
X˙ ·X ′
)2 − (ξ′2 + Ω2X ′2) X˙2 , (7.19)
where X˙2 ≡ γµν(X) X˙µ X˙ν and we have assumed that Ω > 0 and ξ′ > 0, since both ξ
and σ parametrize the string stretching in the transverse direction. In turn, this implies
that σb < σf , where ξ(σf ) ≡ ξf corresponds to the (conformal) boundary where Ω(σf ) = 0.
Then, varying the action and integrating by parts gives the boundary term
δSNG = −T
∫
dτ Ω δξ
√
−X˙2
∣∣∣∣σf
σb
, (7.20)
up to terms that vanish on shell17. Since the variation δξf = 0, one can fix Xµ =
Xµ(τ, σb) = x
µ(τ), and the resulting on-shell variation
δSNG = δ
(
−T
∫
dτ
∫ ξf
ξb
dξΩ(ξ)
√
−x˙2
)
(7.21)
ought to be identified with the variation of the particle action
Sparticle = −mstring
∫
dτ Ω(ξb)
√
−x˙2 , (7.22)
which one can also obtain evaluating eq. (7.19) for a rigid string. Hence,
mstring =
T
Ω(ξb)
∫ ξf
ξb
dξΩ(ξ) , (7.23)
and for AdS, for which Ω(ξ) ∝ e− ξL , eq. (7.23) reduces to mstring = T L, thus reproduc-
ing the results of [37, 38]. More generally, requiring that ∂mstring∂ξb = 0 gives the condition
Ω′(ξb) = − mstringT Ω(ξb), i.e. the space-time is AdS if the mass remains constant as the
brane expands. Moreover, if the string stretches between ξb and the position ξb′ of another
brane, the endpoints of integration change, and if ξb ∼ ξb′ one recovers the flat-space-time
result mstring ∼ T δξ. While for fundamental strings stretching between D1-branes the re-
sulting masses would be large, and would thus bring one outside the regime of validity of
the present analysis, successive nucleation events would allow for arbitrarily light strings
stretched between nearby branes, although the probability of such events is highly sup-
pressed in the semi-classical limit. The resulting probability distribution of particle masses
is correspondingly heavily skewed toward large values.
17Let us remark that, as usual, initial and final configurations are fixed in order that the Euler-Lagrange
equations hold.
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7.5 de Sitter foliations from nothing
As a final comment, let us remark that the nucleation of bubbles of nothing [105] offers
another enticing possibility to construct dS configurations [106]. To our knowledge, real-
izations of this type of scenario in string theory have been mostly investigated breaking
supersymmetry in lower-dimensional settings [107]18. However, recent results indicate that
nucleation of bubbles of nothing is quite generic, and occurs also in some supersymmetric
cases [111]. In particular, the supersymmetry-breaking Zk orbifold of the type IIB AdS5×S5
solution, described in [107], appears to provide a calculable large-N regime and a dual in-
terpretation in terms of the corresponding orbifold of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory in four dimensions, which is a U(N)k gauge theory that is expected to retain some of
the properties of the parent theory [89, 112–118]. For what concerns the AdS× S solutions
discussed in [31], on the other hand, some evidence suggests that the decay rate per unit
volume associated to the nucleation of bubble of nothing is subleading with respect to flux
tunneling in single-flux landscapes [109], and thus in the AdS× S solutions of interest.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we have explored a number of possibilities to realize dS configurations in
the context of ten-dimensional string models where supersymmetry is broken at the string
scale or is absent altogether. We have focused on the USp(32) and type 0’B orientifold
models and on the heterotic SO(16)× SO(16) model. These models share the presence of
an exponential runaway potential for the dilaton, a tantalizing feature that mirrors lower-
dimensional anti-brane uplifts and compels one to look for dS vacua from a ten-dimensional
vantage point.
To begin with, we have seeked stable dS warped flux compactifications on arbitrary
internal manifolds. However, streamlining earlier results which hold for supergravity theo-
ries [20, 33], we have formulated a general no-go theorem that excludes dS and Minkowski
vacua in the dimensionally reduced theory within a region of parameter space. In partic-
ular, realizations of lower-dimensional dS vacua of this type are excluded for all the non-
supersymmetric string models that we have considered. Furthermore, within bottom-up
models where Freund-Rubin dS compactifications exist, they are always unstable: we have
considered lower-dimensional EFTs described by eq. (6.1), which generalize those obtained
compactifying non-supersymmetric string models. These depend on various parameters,
including dilaton and gauge couplings. Consistently with the results of [32], one can show
that whenever dS solutions exist they are perturbatively unstable due to the universal
dilaton-radion dynamics.
A lower-dimensional, bottom-up perspective offers additional insights. The absence
of classical dS vacua in non-supersymmetric string models resonates with some recently
proposed Swampland conjectures, such as the de Sitter conjecture [18] and the ‘Trans-
planckian Censorship conjecture’ (TCC) [34]. We have shown that these hold for both the
18Some lower-dimensional toy models offer flux landscapes where more explicit results can be ob-
tained [108–110].
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orientifold USp(32) and type 0’B models and for the heterotic SO(16)×SO(16) model, ex-
plicitly computing the relevant parameters and providing appropriate bounds. This result
garners non-trivial evidence for the de Sitter conjecture and for the TCC in top-down non-
supersymmetric settings. It would be interesting to further investigate additional Swamp-
land conjectures within a non-supersymmetric context. Here we have pointed out possible
realizations of the ‘distance conjecture’, identifying Kaluza-Klein states as the relevant tower
of states that become massless at infinite distance in field space. A more detailed analysis
would presumably require a deeper knowledge of the geometry of the moduli spaces which
can arise in non-supersymmetric compactifications, albeit our arguments rest solely on the
existence of the ubiquitous dilaton-radion sector. It would be also interesting to address
whether the ‘Distant Axionic String conjecture’ [35], which predicts the presence of axionic
strings within any infinite-distance limit in field space, holds also in non-supersymmetric
settings.
Despite our preceding considerations, the absence of dS vacua does not necessarily
preclude alternative realizations of dS cosmologies. According to a recently revisited pro-
posal [36–38], branes expanding within a bulk AdS space-time host dS geometries on their
world-volumes. In the non-supersymmetric string models that we have considered, the non-
perturbative instabilities of the AdS flux compactifications or [55], studied in [31], entail
the nucleation of charged branes of codimension one in AdS, which mediate flux tunnel-
ing and separate AdS regions with different flux numbers. Thus, it is natural to propose
these branes as candidates to realize dS geometries on their world-volumes. However, the
complete identification of the EFT living on the world-volume of such branes appears chal-
lenging and, although we have suggested some preliminary steps in this respect, further
work is needed to make progress. For instance, the results of [36–38] suggest that Einstein
gravity arises on the brane-world only at large distances, and is accompanied by corrections
akin to those of more familiar scenarios of the Randall-Sundrum type. In this regard, it
would be interesting to investigate whether world-volume theories of this kind constrain,
e.g., which matter or gauge fields can be present. A detailed study of these promising
scenarios might be a suitable starting point to shed some light on whether Swampland
conjectures, which mostly concern bulk constructions, apply to brane-world models, and if
so to which extent.
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A Proof of the no-go theorem
In this appendix we provide the proof of the no-go theorems stated in Section 4, which
proceeds along the same lines of [20, 33]. Let us consider a compactification of the ten-
dimensional theory described by the action in eq. (2.12) over a closed, compact q-dimensional
manifold Y . The metric ansatz for the reduction is
ds210 = e
− 2q
d−2C(y) ĝµν(x)dx
µdxν + e2C(y) g˜ab(y)dy
adyb , (A.1)
where xµ, µ = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1 denote the external coordinates and ya, a = 1, . . . , q denote
the internal coordinates over Y . Notice that the warp factor depends exclusively on the
internal coordinates, and it is such that, in the reduced d-dimensional theory, the action is
expressed in the Einstein frame. Furthermore, for the sake of generality we shall include
the space-time-filling sources discussed in Section 4.1, which are described by the action
of eq. (4.4). The complete ten-dimensional action is that of eq. (4.9). Accordingly, the
trace-reversed stress-energy tensor is the sum of the bulk and source contributions,
T˜MN = T˜
bulk
MN + T˜
loc
MN , (A.2)
where
T˜ bulkMN =
1
2
∂Mφ∂Nφ+
f(φ)
2(p+ 1)!
(H2p+2)MN +
gMN
8
(
V − p+ 1
2(p+ 2)!
f(φ)H2p+2
)
(A.3)
and
T locMN = −στgMP gNQ
∫
dp+1ξ hij
∂xP
∂ξi
∂xQ
∂ξj
τp(φ)δ
(10)(xL − xL(ξ))
= −σττp(φ)ΠMNδ(9−p)(xK⊥ − zK) ,
(A.4)
and, in passing from the first to the second line, we have employed the static gauge of
eqs. (4.6) and (4.7). The projector ΠMN equals gij whenever M ,N = i , j, and vanishes
otherwise. The ten-dimensional equations of motion obtained from the action in eq. (4.9)
are then
RMN = T˜
bulk
MN + T˜
loc
MN , (A.5a)
φ− V ′(φ)− f
′(φ)
2(p+ 2)!
H2p+2 = 2στp(φ)δ
(9−p)(xK⊥ − zK) , (A.5b)
d ? (f(φ)Hp+2) = −2qδ(9−p)(xK⊥ − zK) . (A.5c)
To begin with, let us focus on eq. (A.5b), which one can recast as
˜(e−
16
d−2Bφ) = e−2
10−d
d−2 B
(
V ′ +
f ′
2(p+ 2)!
H2p+2 + 2στpδ
(9−p)(xK⊥ − zK)
)
. (A.6)
A first constraint is obtained integrating eq. (A.6) over the internal manifold Y . Since Y is
a compact manifold without boundaries, the left-hand side of eq. (A.6) integrates to zero.
Then one obtains
γ IV + α
2
IH + 2σστIloc = 0 , (A.7)
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where we have introduced
IV ≡
∫
dqy
√
g˜(y) e−2
10−d
d−2 C(y) V ,
IH ≡
∫
dqy
√
g˜(y) e−2
10−d
d−2 C(y)
f
(p+ 2)!
H2p+2 ,
Iloc ≡
∫
dqy
√
g˜(y) e−2
10−d
d−2 C(y) τp(φ) δ(Σ) .
(A.8)
A second constraint can be obtained from an appropriate integration of eq. (A.5a). First,
notice that splitting it into internal and external components with the metric ansatz in
eq. (A.1) yields the two independent equations
R̂µν =
[
1
8
e−
2q
d−2C
(
V − p+ 1
2(p+ 2)!
fH2p+2
)
− e− 16d−2C
(
q
d− 2˜C −
16
(d− 2)2 (∂˜C)
2
)]
ĝµν + T˜
loc
µν , (A.9)
R˜ab +
16
d− 2 ∇a∂bC +
8(4− 2d− dq)
(d− 2)2 ∂aC ∂bC −
(
˜C − 16
d− 2(∂C)
2
)
g˜ab =
=
1
2
∂aφ∂bφ+
f
2(p+ 1)!
H2ab +
1
8
e2C
(
V − p+ 1
2(p+ 2)!
fH2p+2
)
g˜ab + T˜
loc
ab , (A.10)
but for our purposes it is sufficient to consider their traces. The trace of eq. (A.9) may be
recast as
qd
(2− d)k ˜e
kC = eχCR̂− qd
d− 2(16− k(2− d))e
χC(∂˜C)2
− d
16
eχC+
2q
d−2C
(
2V − p+ 1
(p+ 2)!
fH2p+2
)
− T˜ locext
(A.11)
for any real k, where χ = 16−2k+kdd−2 . Here we have employed the following useful identity
˜C = 1
k
e−kC˜ekC − k(∂˜C)2 . (A.12)
In particular, for k = 162−d , eq. (A.11) reduces to
qd
16
˜e
16
2−dC = R̂− d
16
e
2q
d−2C
(
2V − p+ 1
(p+ 2)!
fH2p+2
)
− T˜ locext . (A.13)
Although it is not strictly needed to prove of the no-go theorem, let us also provide the
trace of eq. (A.10) for completeness. It reduces to
16− qd+ 2q
l(d− 2) ˜e
lC =
(
l − 8
d− 2
)
qd− 2q − 16
d− 2 e
lC(∂˜C)2 − elCR˜
+ elC
(
1
2
(∂˜φ)2 +
q
8
e2C V +
(8− q)p+ 16− q
8(p+ 2)!
e2C fH2p+2
)
+ elC T˜ locint .
(A.14)
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The contributions to eqs. (A.13) and (A.14) arising from the sources are
T˜ locext = −στ
7− p
2
e−6C τp(φ) δ(Σ) ,
T˜ locint = −στ
p− 15
4
e2C τp(φ) δ(Σ) ,
(A.15)
where we have introduced the shorthand notation δ(Σ) = δ(9−p)(xK⊥ − zK). Integrating
eq. (A.13) over Y then yields
2
d− 2volq Λ =
1
8
IV − 1
16
(p+ 1) IH − 1
8
στ (7− p) Iloc , (A.16)
where volq denotes the volume of Y and Λ = d−2d R̂ denotes the space-time cosmological
constant. Hence, eq. (A.16) is to be understood as a constraint on the allowed values of
the Λ. The no-go theorems stated in Section 4 are then obtained combining eq. (A.16) and
eq. (A.7), obtaining
2
d− 2volqΛ = −
1
16
(
α
γ
+ (p+ 1)
)
IH + στ 1
8
(
p− 7− 2σ
γ
)
Iloc . (A.17)
Thus, a sufficient condition in order not to have dS or Minkoski vacua is
α
γ
+ (p+ 1) > 0 and στ
(
p− 7− 2σ
γ
)
< 0, , (A.18)
as anticipated in eq. (4.10), while the source-less case follows trivially.
A.1 The dilaton potential as a D-dimensional source
As a byproduct of the preceding discussion, let us elaborate on the rÃťle of the dilaton
potential in the non-supersymmetric models of Section 2. It is worthwhile noting that this
contribution to eq. (2.12) may be understood as stemming from an extended object, filling
the whole D-dimensional space-time, described by the action
Sloc = −
∫
dξD
√−hTD(φ) , with TD ≡ 1
2
Teγφ . (A.19)
In other words, in light of eq. (A.16), in terms of eq. (A.8) this can be recast as
IV = 2 Iloc , (A.20)
where Iloc arises from the action in eq. (A.19). This interpretation resonates with the
orientifold models illustrated in Section 2, in which supersymmetry is broken spontaneously
via space-time-filling branes and the endpoints of open strings are not constrained.
As noticed in [119], let us remark that the action in eq. (A.19), unlike the more general
eq. (4.4), does not include a Wess-Zumino term of the form q
∫
C10. Indeed, the degenerate
ten-form C10 is not dynamical, and thus integrating it out leads to q = 0, as required by
anomaly cancellation.
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B The radion-dilaton potential in the reduced theory
Following [120], in this appendix we derive the effective radion-dilaton potential that we
have employed in Section 5. To begin with, let us consider the D-dimensional action
S =
1
2
∫
dDx
√−g
(
R− 1
2
(∂φ)2 − V (φ)− f(φ)
2
Hp+2|2
)
. (B.1)
Our aim is to reduce the above action on a compact, dY -dimensional manifold Y in order
to obtain a theory in dX = D − dY dimensions. We start from the metric ansatz [32, 120]
ds2 = e2Bρ(x)dŝ2X + e
2Aρ(x)ds˜2Y , (B.2)
where dŝ2X = ĝµνdx
µdxν , µ = 0, . . . , dX − 1 is the space-time metric and ds˜2Y = g˜abdyadyb,
a = 1, . . . , dY is the internal metric. The warp factors encodes the dependence on the
radion ρ(x), and A and B are constants that we shall now determine. Using the ansatz in
eq. (B.2), one can show that the ten-dimensional Ricci scalar reduces to
R = e−2AρR˜+ e−2BρR̂
+ e−2Bρa
[
− 2dY ̂ρ− 2(dX − 1)B̂ρ− dY (dY + 1)A2(∂̂ρ)2
− (dX − 1)(dX − 2)B2(∂̂ρ)2 + 2(2− dX)dYAB(∂̂ρ)2
]
.
(B.3)
Furthermore, we assume that φ = φ(x) depends only the external coordinates, and we
require that the flux of Hp+2 be magnetic, threading the full internal manifold Y according
to
HdY = ndv˜olY = n e
−AdY dvolY , (B.4)
supported by the quantization condition
1
v˜olY
∫
Y˜
HdY = n (B.5)
with v˜olY =
∫
Y
√
g˜Y . The parameters A and B appearing in (5.2) can be then fixed
requiring that the dX -dimensional action be expressed in the Einstein frame, so that
A =
2− dX
dY
B , (B.6)
and fixing the canonical normalization of the radion kinetic term, so that
B2 = − dY
2(2− dX)(dX + dY − 2) . (B.7)
Hence, reducing the action in eq. (B.1) using the metric in eq. (B.2), the curvature in
eq. (B.3) and eqs. (B.6) and (B.7) one arrives at
S =
v˜olY
2
∫
X
ddXx
√
|ĝX |
[
R̂− 1
2
(∂̂ρ)2 − 1
2
(∂̂φ)2 − V(φ, ρ)
]
. (B.8)
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The effective potential V(φ, ρ) includes contributions from the ten-dimensional dilaton po-
tential V , the magnetic flux and internal curvature, and it reads
V(φ, ρ) = e2Bρ V (φ) + 1
2
f n2 σY e
2Bρ(dX−1) − r e2(B−A)ρ , (B.9)
where we have introduced
r ≡ 1
v˜olY
∫
Y
ddY x
√
g˜Y R˜(y) (B.10)
for convenience.
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